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A. Connecting your computer with NEO devices.

The ETX-1 is the network card in NEO devices used to manage the control and audio data:

This is one switch with three ports (X, A, and B) which three different MAC address, but 
with only one IP address.

The port in NEO can be configure to transmit the audio or control or audio and control 
(FlexNet mode) as per following picture:

* NOTE 1: in case of the NEO-8060, port B usually be on standby in 01, 10 and 11 mode to
avoid the storm in the FlexNet ring. This socket only will be open when there a problem in the
with another devices in the network.

** NOTE 2: Flexnet mode is: VLAN id 1 for control data + VLAN id 2 for audio data. The id
number of the VLAN will be 1 and 2 as default, but is possible to configure by software.

(1) NOTE: Connect the server to X port with your computer usign a UTP cable CAT-6. In
NEO device, DIP switch must be on down-up position (X port with Control Data).

(2) NOTE: Set the computer network card in the same IP range than NEO device (refer to
“LDA Support Handbook - LDA Discover Tool v1.0” to check network features of NEO).

(3) NOTE: Enable only one network card in your computer to broadcast one device only.
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B. Connecting the device  

1. In Search Windows, import the device to NEO configurator:

2. Once is linked, go to “Speaker Lines” menu:
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C. Setting the configuration. 

 To reduce the volume levels of all the audio (music and voice) in the 19 kHz frequecy with the
built-in Equalizer, please follow this steps:

1. Change the tolerance of impedance meter to 75%:

2. In “Power Amplifier Outputs” menu, enable  the Eq check box in each channel.

3. Now, we will open the “Equalizer Editor” windows and we will set the following
configuration in bands 5, 6 and 7:

▪ Frequency: 19.000 Hz.

▪ Gain: -10 dB.

Push “Apply” button when you finish.
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4. Repeat these steps for each channel.

Please contact with LDA Support Department for any information 

sup  port@lda-audiotech.com
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